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CRS800S  RECUMBENT STEPPER
• Linked upper and lower body linear pattern
• Self-adjusting linear step range from 1 to 12.5 inches
• Step-through frame design for users with limited mobility
• Seat swivels 360 degrees making it easy to enter/exit the machine
• High-density foam seat pads with recline and fore/aft adjustment
• Contact and telemetric heart rate capabilities to make the workout more effective
• Oversized cushioned foot pedals for a comfortable feel

The CRS800S makes total-body exercise accessible for a wide variety of users. 
Regardless of age or physical ability, the CRS800S offers a variety of features 
that take the effort out of getting on and working out. The step-through design and 
swiveling seat assembly allow easier machine entry/exit. Self-adjusting linear step 
range not only accommodates users of various heights, but also limitations in range 
of motion. Adjustable arms, high-density foam seats and cushioned foot pedals 
create a comfortable movement pattern.



EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
CONSOLE      7.5” blue backlit LCD, heart rate % profile, muscle activation profile, integrated reading rack
PROGRAMS  manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, interval, 2 heart rate, 2 user
HEART RATE  contact and telemetric compatible (chest strap sold separately)
RESISTANCE  20 levels, watt range from 5 to 750
DRIVE TRAIN       heavy-duty, poly-v belt
POWER  120 volts; 15-amp circuit recommended
SEAT  high density foam seat pads, adjustable angle, fore/aft adjustment, 360-degree swivel
PEDALS       oversized cushioned foot pedals
FRAME       heavy-gauge high-strength steel with durable powder-coat paint
DIMENSIONS  73" x 23" x 34"
PRODUCT WEIGHT        247 lbs.
MAX USER WEIGHT  450 lbs.

WARRANTY INFORMATION
Commercial (Non-Dues Paying Facilities) – Lifetime frame, 5 years parts and electronics, and 2 years labor

CRS800S  CONSOLE FEATURES
The design of the electronics features an intuitive interface for ease of operation, large easy-to-read displays, and 
multiple program options for users of all levels of fitness. A storage tray for a phone, keys, or an MP3 player, seat 
mounted pulse grip handles for a comfortable hand position, and a turbo cooling fan to keep your clients cool 
and encourage them to work out longer.

Integrated speakers 
for MP3 player

Muscle activation 
profile

Swivel fan to 
keep you cool

Easy-touch 
control buttons

Large 7.5” LCD 
window with 
scrolling feedback 
and scrolling 
message center

Heart rate 
percentage profile

Ten effective 
programs offer 
a wide variety of 
workouts

Convenient 
storage 
compartment

Reading rack 
holder
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